[Efficacy and tolerability of long-term using of glatimer acetate (copaxone): a 10 year-study in the Moscow Municipal Multiple Sclerosis center].
Experience of 10-year administration of glatimer acetate (copaxone) in 74 patients with active remitting multiple sclerosis is summarized. The significant decrease in the frequency of exacerbations was seen over these ten years. Disease severity on the EDSS was stable and decreased only to the end of the 10-year period. The positive stable clinical dynamics did not depend on the disease severity at baseline. The drug was well-tolerated that allowed to control the course of multiple sclerosis: 64.8% of patients had no more than one exacerbation over 10 years and in 71.6% patients, the disease progression was absent or minimal (less than one score on EDSS). It has been concluded, that the long-term 10-year treatment with copaxone enables to control the development of disease in many patients.